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REF. LFS5608

€750,000 Penthouse - Sold
Seafront duplex penthouse for sale in Sitges, in need of light renovation
Spain »  Barcelona »  Sitges »  Sitges Town / Sant Sebastian / Aiguadolç »  08870

3
Bedrooms  

2
Bathrooms  

160m²
Floorplan  

220m²
Plot size

+34 935 952 550 sitges@lucasfox.com lucasfox.com Calle Major, 34, Sitges, Spain
Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing

https://www.lucasfox.com
mailto:sitges@lucasfox.com
https://www.lucasfox.com


OVERVIEW

Duplex penthouse with lots of potential overlooking the
beach with panoramic views of the beach and Sitges
Aiguadolç Port

This duplex apartment in Sitges offers impressive panoramic sea views from its top
floor and its own private terrace, ideal for entertaining and enjoying the views. The
160m² apartment currently offers 3 bedrooms, a kitchen, bathroom and living room
on the lower level and open space on the top floor with its own bathroom and a
80m² decked terrace. This apartment is a great opportunity to modernize a property
in your own style to create an open plan living area and contemporary kitchen, taking
advantage of the abundance of natural light to enjoy the unique unlimited view.
La Marina d´Aiguadolç is a prestigious complex with all the commodities for
entertainment and relaxation. It offers a tennis court, swimming pool and garden
areas, all just a few steps from the beach. The apartment comes with 2 large parking
spaces that can fit up to 4 cars.

lucasfox.com/go/lfs5608

Sea views, Terrace, Swimming pool,
Tennis court , Private garage, Lift,
Natural light, Parking, To renovate,
Chill out area, Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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